In Philadelphia in July 1868, Hester Vaughn was tried for first-degree murder. Vaughn was a young English immigrant, and had been a domestic servant. Unmarried and alone, she gave birth in a boarding-house and was found by neighbors with her dead infant. The baby’s skull had been crushed; bludgeoned by a blunt instrument, according to the coroner. Clots of blood were found on the baby’s head, and its abdomen showed signs of a severe beating.

Before the birth of her child, Vaughn had denied her pregnancy to the neighbors and other residents of the boardinghouse, who later found its body under the bed of the room she rented. At the trial, one woman testified that she had heard the baby crying. Vaughn, such testimony implied, had planned to murder her infant before its birth, and attempted to hide its very existence. The all-male jury voted, quickly, to convict.

In his sentencing colloquy, Court of Common Pleas judge James Ludlow addressed the prisoner. Her crime was both heinous and prevalent, he charged. Infanticide had become so common, Ludlow concluded, that some woman must be made an example of. He sentenced Vaughn to hang “for the establishment of [the] principle” that death awaited women who killed their own children. She was taken to Moyamensing Prison to await execution.

While Vaughn languished in a Philadelphia jail in the fall of 1868, suffragists in New York cast about for “issues ripe for agitation.” Fresh from defeat in other venues—the failure of the popular referendum for
woman suffrage in Kansas in 1868 is only the most obvious—liberal woman’s rights advocates broadened and deepened their political focus. Their “search for a constituency” in the late 1860s, as Ellen DuBois put it, had been characterized primarily by rejection and disillusionment.4 They formed the Working Woman’s Association, a group composed of wage-earning women and middle-class woman’s rights activists, one of several attempts to form politically productive alliances.

The association found only one notable cause. Temporarily at least, their campaign to save Hester Vaughn from the gallows provided suffragists with a popular story, and a sensational topic. They used the Vaughn case as a means of raising and debating a range of issues about the violent oppression of women, laced with class, racial, and scientific undertones. Their reconstruction of Hester Vaughn’s story was cumulative, reaching its height for a several weeks in November and December 1868. It then disappeared from view almost as quickly.

This article is a study, in other words, of a celebrated case. The reason for the sudden disappearance of Vaughn from the pages of the liberal press are as intriguing as the decision to use her as an example of injustice in the first place. Hester Vaughn was plucked from obscurity by suffragists for strategic purposes. In their hands her story became a morality play that illustrated the flaws of the legal system by which she was trapped. And yet here, as with many other celebrated causes, there was palpable tension between the particularity of Vaughn’s life and the death of her newborn infant, and the issues and arguments that woman’s rights activists wanted to connect with her case.

To turn Vaughn into an appealing heroine of a legal drama, suffragists invented a Hester Vaughn in their own likeness. They challenged head-on Vaughn’s conviction and the system that had produced it. The construction of a coherent story in the press, especially in the liberal prosuffrage newspapers in New York, called into question the validity of the “facts” that had emerged from the trial. The debate between the two forums, between the law of the courtroom and narratives in the press, highlighted a dynamic that characterized popular debate about sensational criminal prosecutions. Public fascination with private violence allowed activists to exploit the pathos of an actual drama and to inject their own concerns into the plot. The trajectory of Vaughn’s life intersected with, and then quickly separated from, the social movement that grew up around the issues her plight represented.

What had looked in the courtroom like a depressingly quotidian, if underprosecuted, crime became a battle over women’s rights in the...
press. Suffragists homed in on the Vaughn case as an example of the gendered meaning of responsibility and the role of law in the perpetuation of injustice. They drew out of the life of an English servant woman and the death of her baby a tangle of claims of innocence, violence, and indeterminacy. Even as her stature as a symbol of oppression grew, however, Hester Vaughn was also a real presence in the prison system of Pennsylvania. The “facts” of her case and her own maneuvering for release, combined with her apparent desire to escape the embrace of her own supporters, eventually undid the dramatic tissue that woman’s rights activists had constructed around her story. Perhaps the most important lesson of “Hester Vaughnism,” as advocacy on Vaughn’s behalf was popularly known, is that it backfired.

Stories and Strategies

The most striking feature of the debate over Vaughn is the plasticity of her story. Vaughn’s isolation and desolation were manipulable, as readily deployed by her opponents as by her defenders. The debate swirled away from Vaughn, from Philadelphia, and even from poor women, as New York suffragists spun the tale in their own interests and the opposition followed suit. Hester Vaughn truly became a vehicle, a vessel into which was poured the hopes and fears of liberal suffragists, much as Judge Ludlow had used Vaughn as a symbol for all the unpunished infanticides he spoke of at sentencing. Suffragists proceeded largely without regard, as their critics pointed out later with no little satisfaction, for the “facts” of Vaughn’s treatment by the very men suffragists accused of betraying her. In the mainstream press, suffragists eventually were exposed as manipulators of fact at best, moral monsters in more extreme formulations.

The backlash revealed the extraordinary difficulty of talking about infanticide in public, despite its everyday occurrence. Suffragists, no less than their opponents, apparently were incapable of a treatment of Vaughn that would both acknowledge her agency and yet remain sympathetic to her plight. The acknowledgment of deliberation and violence on Vaughn’s part undid the complex of sympathy that enveloped Hester Vaughn (and still does, in many historical treatments).5 Thus while the Vaughn case has received periodic attention from historians, they have not focused on the role of this kind of crime—infanticide—in the formation of an agenda for woman’s rights, or on the uses of actual cases by activists in the suffrage movement. Prosecutions for infanti-
cide, and the imposition of the death penalty on the women convicted of killing their own infants, had been the subject of a powerful critique twenty years earlier by author and activist Lydia Maria Child. Telling the story of Elizabeth Wilson, hanged in 1786 after she was convicted of infanticide, Child claimed that Wilson’s brother frantically rode to the gallows with a pardon, only to find that his sister had already been executed by a vengeful and heartless state. He saw her corpse swinging on the scaffold.6

In Child’s story of Wilson’s execution, the state, rather than the woman, was the violent offender. Perhaps the example provided by Child’s dramatic condemnation of the death dealt by a male legal system prompted suffragists to take up a similar case two decades later. Certainly the Vaughn case, which also involved a death sentence, provided a contemporary vehicle for raising questions about the “justice” meted out to lone and friendless women.

In the late 1860s, however, the deployment of publicity about a particularly poignant infanticide case, and the consequences of such publicity for the criminal defendant as well as for those who championed her cause, exposed the dangers of highlighting a form of intentional killing that was (and is) both ubiquitous and unspeakable. The everyday occurrence of infanticide travels uneasily alongside competing, even contradictory, reactions of horror at the death of a newborn and sympathy for the woman who killed her own offspring.

Woman’s rights activists exploited the sympathy generated by Vaughn’s plight. They also strove to distance the visceral repugnance that their audiences showed for women who “willingly” or “knowingly” killed their infants. This was a dangerous strategy, as later events proved. Once Vaughn’s supporters had undertaken to make an example of a young woman whose isolation and misfortune made her vulnerable to public inquiry and prosecution, they all too quickly found themselves tarred with accusations that they colluded in her guilt, and by extension in the guilt of all women who sought to “avoid the responsibilities” of pregnancy and motherhood. Uncontrolled sexuality and violence by women lay at the root of such irresponsibility, charged their opponents. “Hester Vaughnism” thus provided liberal activists with a sensational vehicle, but a topic whose moral edges shifted ever further out of reach.7

Suffragists made two alternative, even contradictory, bundles of arguments on behalf of Vaughn. The first translated her tale into one of
rape and insanity. In this story line, Vaughn was a victim pure and simple; she bore no responsibility either for her pregnancy or the death of her newborn. Her conviction was based on a mistake of fact, a failure to appreciate the true circumstances of her pregnancy and labor.

In the second set of arguments, suffragists argued that a double standard divided society, slicing legal consequences according to gender and class and race, rather than guilt or innocence. Vaughn, they claimed, was convicted by her poverty and her sex and even her whiteness. She was unfairly punished for acts that wealthy women and all men (including “Negroes”) committed with impunity. The legal system was not so much mistaken, in this scenario, as inevitably corrupt, compromised by its lack of a woman’s voice in the making and administering of law.  

This critique of the double standard in law traveled alongside the claim of rape, and thus of innocence by any standard. Woven together, the claims constructed a vision of Hester Vaughn, of her trial and conviction, that personified a literal travesty of justice; factual innocence, that is, obscured by an unjust legal system. It was the factual half of the equation, the portrayal of Vaughn as the ultimate victim—a woman not morally responsible for her pregnancy (she had been raped) or legally responsible for infanticide (she was insane at the time)—that exposed suffragists to derision by the mainstream press and that undermined their alternative theory of a double standard in law. The story of Hester Vaughn, the celebrated case, eventually cost the cause dearly.

But while the going was good, the Vaughn case appeared to be the best of both worlds; a dramatic, heart-wrenching (the suffrage press titled stories about Vaughn with labels like “Another Dose of Heart-aching Facts”) example of the myriad consequences of women’s powerlessness.

The Revolution, the weekly newspaper edited by Elizabeth Cady Stanton and managed by Susan B. Anthony, noticed the Vaughn case early on in an editorial in August 1868. According to the editorial, Vaughn was a “poor, ignorant, friendless and forlorn girl who had killed her newborn child because she knew not what to do with it.” Vaughn had been “seduced” by “our society and our civilization,” which was implicated in her crime. The case then disappeared from the pages of the Revolution until November, when it emerged as a central feature of the cultivation of the “wholesome discontent” that Anthony urged upon laboring women in general and the Working Woman’s Association in particular. In a speech in early November,
the popular lecturer and activist Anna Dickinson described Vaughn’s “terrible wrongs and sufferings,” in what the Revolution labeled “her usual graphic and feeling manner,” at a lecture at the Cooper Institute to benefit the Working Woman’s Association.\textsuperscript{11}

In an editorial on November 19, Stanton picked up on Dickinson’s use of the Vaughn story and changed the tone, ratcheting up the tale of seduction into a sentimental trope of female beauty and guilelessness exploited by male cunning and heartlessness. Stanton charged that Vaughn was a “pretty English girl” who had been seduced by her own employer, whom she had trusted when he offered her work for his family.\textsuperscript{12} “But alas!” Stanton wrote, “her protector proved her betrayer, and she was turned into the street at the very time she needed shelter, love and care.”\textsuperscript{13}

The claim that “protection” of women by men was nothing more than a veil for oppression of the same women by the same men was plumbed not only in the Vaughn case, but was a staple of liberal suffragism. Private authority, especially male control of households and the sexuality that occurred within households, was the essence of the problem, according to woman’s rights activists. For it was the rubric of “protection” that justified the virtual legal invisibility of married women under the system of coverture and provided the political mandate for men’s “representation” of women’s interest at the polls. Protection of this sort, for suffragists like Stanton, was the seedbed of abuse, the negation of individual rights by rendering women publicly invisible.\textsuperscript{14}

As suffragists probed the Hester Vaughn story, weaving into the tale their critique of the “protection” afforded women by men, they eventually cast the blame for Vaughn’s pregnancy on a purported bigamous husband, and eventually a rapist, in addition to the original (ambiguous) charge of seduction by a licentious employer. At a meeting of the Working Woman’s Association in late November, journalist Eleanor Kirk filled in more detail on Vaughn, saying that “[Hester had] married the man she loved; but on coming with him to this country she found that he had another wife. She was deserted, and left to wander through the streets of a great city in a strange land. In that condition a child was born to her on the streets, when she was dragged in a dying condition to the Station-House. In the morning the babe was dead.”\textsuperscript{15}

Kirk called for the appointment of a committee, and the solicitation of the “influential persons in this city” to sign a petition asking for Vaughn’s pardon. A delegation from the Working Woman’s Associa-
tion consisting of Kirk and Dr. Clemence Lozier visited Vaughn at the Moyamensing Prison several days later. They then called a meeting to publicize the results of their inquiry on the evening of December 1 at the Cooper Institute. According to advance publicity about the meeting in the *New York World*, Vaughn had a “sweet, trusting face altogether, showing her to be a woman of a confiding, viny nature, who would cling to one she loved through good and evil treatment, and who would suffer and keep silence rather than let others know of her troubles.”16 Vaughn, in this view, was a woman for whom “protection” was a trap (her confiding nature and trusting face were evidence of her vulnerability), and privacy an insulating device for her oppressor (her loyalty and reluctance to complain would shield the wrongdoer).

As the story gathered steam, the question of Vaughn’s moral innocence in the conception of the child carried ever greater weight. The tale became one of outright rape, rather than a more subtle seduction at the hands of “civilization,” or an employer, or even a deceptive bigamist. Vaughn had “yielded only to physical force,” Kirk charged, and did not love the man who fathered her child.17 At the Hester Vaughn rally that night, Kirk reported that Vaughn would not reveal the name of the man who overcame her, “not in a moment of weakness and passion, but by superior strength—brute force.”18 Vaughn’s resolve, Kirk said, came from the desire to protect the woman who had since married her ravisher. “Glorious Hester Vaughn!” Kirk thundered to applause from the audience, “True as steel to her own sex.”19

Vaughn’s physical weakness as a woman, then, and her vulnerability to abuse in a spurious system of protection were no evidence of moral weakness, or lack of resolve, according to her defenders. Far from creating her own ruin, Vaughn had resisted, ultimately protecting another woman from the exposure of her husband’s perfidy. Vaughn, in Kirk’s portrait, was abused by male physical and social power but rose above it, refusing to shatter the potential happiness of another woman, who might be better served by the very man who had escaped punishment for the rape of Vaughn. This extraordinary sacrifice and virtue in the face of violence were typical of women, in the view of liberal suffragists. They were also undervalued (even unrecognized) by the men who claimed women were adequately represented by their husbands, fathers, and employers. Instead, innocent women were doubly punished, first by the men they trusted, and then by a legal system that ignored the painful truths of women’s lives.
Dr. Lozier offered her medical opinion next, diagnosing the case as one of “puerperal mania,” or “puerperal blindness.” Vaughn had been blinded by the pain of giving birth, a blindness that Lozier claimed could last up to four days. It was this mania that explained the marks on the infant’s body, caused not by deliberate, calculated violence, but by virtue of having fallen or fainted on top of the baby. “I believe this poor girl when she says ‘I did not see’” Lozier reported. “That poor woman, in her agony, alone, without fire, without light, may have injured the child, but not wilfully. I said to her: ‘Hester, you love children?’ She replied: ‘No one ever loved children more than I do, no one. I dearly love them. I wish I had my little babe. It would be some comfort to me.’”

Given Vaughn’s fondness for children and her report that she “did not see” after giving birth, Lozier argued, the death was nothing more than an accident, brought on by temporary insanity, hardly the cold-blooded murder Vaughn had been convicted of. Vaughn would have drawn “comfort” from her baby, the only character in the plot as vulnerable as she, claimed her supporters. Instead, she suffered additional punishment.

Responsibility and the Double Standard in Law

And yet Vaughn had been convicted of killing that same beloved child. The social difficulty of absorbing such an act is as great today as it was in 1868. The fact that infanticide is common does not make violence by women against newborns easier to talk or think about. Indeed, the assumption that the widespread availability of abortion has “solved” the problem of infanticide is a myth that retains considerable power in the early twenty-first century. Few statistical studies address the issue, which remains among the most unstudied and unspoken forms of infant death. Abandonment, smothering, strangling, and other forms of infanticide remain far more common than scholars, medical professionals, or media address openly. Infants are still frequently “tossed away in the trash, suffocated in bags, smothered in shallow graves.”

The revelation that sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) has sometimes been a euphemism for infanticide, for example, re-creates in contemporary language the medical and theoretical explanations that nineteenth-century woman’s rights activists deployed in their defense of Hester Vaughn. The death of infants is always painful, frequently inexplicable. The placing of blame in such circumstances violates the
sense that sympathy and respect for private grief are the most appropriate response to such profound loss. And yet the recent cases of Amy Grossberg and Susan Smith, two widely publicized infanticide trials, highlight the fact that the death of newborn infants remains, as it apparently has been throughout human history, a frequent if infrequently discussed (or prosecuted) occurrence.23

Traditionally, infanticide was a difficult crime to prove, especially when the infant in question was a newborn killed shortly after birth by its mother. Smothering, crushing, abandonment, even beating of newly born infants may produce no marks different from those that result from a difficult labor or stillbirth. In nineteenth-century Philadelphia, thousands of dead newborns were found in alleys, ash heaps, privies, rivers, and so on. Doubtless many more were never discovered, or if found, never reported or recorded. The cause of death was, in most cases, undetermined and undeterminable. One historian has even speculated that women may actually have killed more frequently than men, if infanticides are added into the total number of other forms of homicide.24

Hester Vaughn’s case was thus unusual, not because it involved the death of a newborn, but because the evidence of violence was so unambiguous. A counterexample reveals the relative openness of the cause of death for Vaughn’s infant. On the same day that Vaughn’s trial was held, Rose Solomon, also a domestic servant, was tried in the same court for the same crime. But because Solomon’s child showed “no marks of violence whatever,” there was, as the district attorney admitted to the jury, no conclusive evidence that the child had not been dead before it was thrown in the sewer. It was a sad and unusual sight, the Philadelphia Inquirer reported, to see “those two young girls sitting side by side in the prisoner’s dock, who, having fallen, in order to hide their shame, had brought themselves within one step of the gallows.”25 Solomon, like the majority of women accused of infanticide, was acquitted. In circumstances of ambiguity, compassion dominated legal outcomes.26

But the sympathy that traditionally greeted defendants in infanticide cases was contingent. It depended both on a sense of plausible doubt about the cause of death (thus the exercise of compassion would not be based on an obvious ruse) and on the desperation of the accused (who presumably, therefore, acted out of panic and despair rather than as a calculating murderer). In Vaughn’s case, the brutality of the death of her newborn seemed to belie innocent explanations. Vaughn’s behavior before the birth, too, violated traditional legal and social norms.

In English law, a woman who refused the help of other women
when she gave birth was subject to suspicion. Any woman who was found to have concealed the death of an illegitimate child could be hanged for murder. By the nineteenth century, however, the law in Pennsylvania and other American jurisdictions required proof of a live birth for an infanticide conviction. Thus by the time of Vaughn’s trial secrecy was no longer dispositive. Yet Vaughn’s flat denial of her pregnancy to neighboring women and the fact that she gave birth “alone” despite the presence of experienced and (so the testimony implied) sympathetic women in the house, resonated with the traditional presumption that secrecy meant guilt. And according to her neighbors’ testimony, Vaughn must have planned the murder of her baby even before its birth. Otherwise why conceal her pregnancy? Without the benefit of the usual ambiguity that sustained the sympathy of jurors and judges, Hester Vaughn drew the full wrath of the law.

Vaughn also symbolized a new fear. Her trial coincided with widespread campaigns for medical and legal control of women’s reproduction. Doctors, lawyers, and clerics called for the enactment of legislation criminalizing abortion and the provision of birth control. Frequently, they drew no distinction between abortion and infanticide, calling both the betrayal of sacred duty. In England as well as the United States, alarm over infanticide coincided with fear of violence by women, and provided a powerful counterweight to romantic images of motherhood. Traditional associations between infanticide and unmarried women led many commentators to connect illegitimacy with women’s violence. More recent notions of the essential “emotional” (as opposed to logical or rational) nature of all women also played into debates over infanticide. Opponents of abortion blended fear of irrationality with condemnation of woman’s rights claims to a separate moral and legal world for women. The danger, they claimed, was that women would abuse and murder helpless infants and then shield their crime behind claims of “woman’s sympathy.”

In England, alarm over infanticide in the 1860s prompted widespread concern, even panic, over the hidden violence of women. For example, one coroner in a poor London parish claimed that twelve thousand women then living in London had killed their own newborns. The influential British Medical Journal, as the historian Ruth Homrighaus has shown, focused repeatedly and intently on “who was responsible for infanticide, why they committed the crime, and how
they could be stopped.” Punishment, British doctors concluded, would be the best deterrent. The sympathetic involvement of well-meaning but ineffective upper-class women, they argued, only clouded the issue and shielded wrongdoers. Their concern, as well as their sense that infanticide was properly subject to criminal penalties, was mirrored in Judge Ludlow’s determination to impose the death penalty on Hester Vaughn. “[Y]ou have no idea how rapidly the crime of infanticide is increasing,” Ludlow assured a group of woman’s rights activists. “Some woman must be made an example of.” Contrary to the exaggerated sympathies of “strong-minded” suffragists, the legal system knew murder when it saw it.

The activists’ campaign to save Vaughn drew stinging rebukes in defense of punishment. Hester Vaughn, the New York Times insisted, was a violent criminal: she did not deserve “apologies for her crime, mawkish sentimentality about her sufferings, and appeals, not only for her pardon, but for her triumphal release from the prison where she is confined.”

The sense that infanticide was both prevalent and largely unpunished was not confined to the working women whose interests the suffragists claimed to represent. Especially in large cities, married women of wealth and stature also “redden[ed] their souls” with the blood of their own children. The problem was especially common in urban areas, where the lure of pleasure led women to sacrifice infants to their own selfish desires. Abortion, charged the conservative press, was as much a threat as the murder of newborns. Both were forms of infanticide. A New York Times editorial, written on the day of the Hester Vaughn rally in New York, claimed that “the horrible crime of infanticide prevails to such an extent in America, that in some localities the growth of the population is seriously affected by it. In great cities especially, its results are as shocking as they are alarming; and the attention of social philosophers and Christian moralists has lately been directed to the necessity of adopting some means of limiting its prevalence.” The Times also charged that upperclass women were guilty of infanticide: “It is not only practiced by women who, having gone astray, are so anxious to conceal the result of their error as not to stop at murder, but women who are legally married, and move in respectable society, redden their souls and their hands with the blood of legitimate children, to escape the troubles of maternity and the labors of nurture and
training.”31 The growth of flourishing businesses that openly advertised abortifacient medicines fueled a sense that the incidence of abortion among middle- and upper-class women was rising in proportion to falling birth rates among native-born, white Protestant women.32

Concern over the vulnerability of children increased as the rate of abortions and the apparent power of women grew in the nineteenth century. Woman’s rights activists were frequently blamed for threats to the welfare of children, and the decision whether to have children at all. Letters to the editor in Philadelphia papers about the Vaughn case revealed that the connection between Vaughn’s situation and the practices of upper-class women was widely perceived. Fighting back against New York suffragists, for example, one outraged correspondent claimed that “we have the authority of Henry Ward Beecher and other divines, for believing that amongst the virtuous matrons of the virtuous city of New York, [infanticide] is of frequent occurrence and regarded as a very trifling offence; therefore . . . we need not be surprised if these ladies pass resolutions condemning the Philadelphia jury which regards so trifling an offence as the killing of an innocent babe, ‘murder in the first degree.’” Opponents translated “Hester Vaughnism” into an excuse to attack the middle-class women who defended Vaughn, charging them with the crime Vaughn had been convicted of.33

These attempts to deflect support for Vaughn by arguing that her case represented simply a more overt form of the abortion (and associated selfish individualism) practiced by wealthier women, were met head-on by suffragists. In a column in the Revolution, Parker Pillsbury claimed that agitation for the pardon and release of Hester Vaughn was expressly designed to “unfold that very evil [infanticide] in all its horrible enormity and extent.”34 Suffragists shared with Judge Ludlow the sense that infanticide was a growing and urgent problem in American cities. They embraced the claim that abortion and infanticide were identical morally, if not criminally. To hammer home the connection, they shot back at Philadelphia, insisting that “infanticide is as fashionable among the virtuous matrons of Philadelphia as those of [New York].”35 Pillsbury’s speech on behalf of Vaughn at the Cooper Institute was directed at precisely this issue, arguing that to hold Vaughn guilty was to apply a double standard. It would be unfair, Pillsbury argued, to hold a working woman accountable for a practice indulged in with impunity by “fashionable matrons” and their husbands. Pillsbury also
claimed that the press itself was as guilty as any patron of the famous abortionist known as “Madame Restell”: “Did it never occur to you that in large numbers of these newspapers—religious papers not excluded—professional infanticide is advertised in a disgusting form? (Applause.) Have your not in your own city professional murderers? How many newspapers have you too pure to advertise these murders from week to week? (A voice, ‘None.’).”

“The loathsome operators of the abomination,” claimed suffragists, were the real murderers. But the legal system punished only innocent young women who had no control over their actions and were too poor to provide shelter and care for their babes. The Revolution reported a case in January 1869 in which a newborn froze to death after its mother gave birth in a shed near Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. “Why not try her for murder?” the editor queried rhetorically, implying that Hester Vaughn, like the woman in the story, was a victim of circumstances outside her control.

As the historian Linda Gordon has pointed out, nineteenth-century woman’s rights activists did not support abortion, focusing instead on abstinence and husbands’ responsibility for respecting their wives’ desires for “Voluntary Motherhood.” In the nineteenth century, liberal suffragists accepted broadly what most twentieth- and twenty-first-century feminists deny categorically: that is, they equated abortion with infanticide. As Gordon put it, motherhood in nineteenth-century activism was both central to respect for women, and the site of male sexual tyranny. To embrace abortion would be to countenance sexual licentiousness, woman’s rights activists concluded, instead of attacking the problem where it began, in the unlimited access of husbands to their wives’ bodies. Exemption from motherhood was not a viable alternative in nineteenth-century suffragism, for it would mean the abandonment of the source of women’s unique ability to rise above individual identity, and all the selfishness that such individualism implied. According to one report of the Hester Vaughn rally, Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s announcement that the Revolution accepted no advertisements for abortifacients or other forms of birth control was greeted with applause.

Woman’s rights activists also welcomed the opportunity to recast Hester Vaughn in their own image. As they warmed to the task of creating a womanly portrait of Vaughn to counter the unfeeling, man-made law, activists plunged into a narrative of character that chal-
allenged the miserable story of her trial. In the retelling, Vaughn acquired a delicacy and refinement that were hidden from the harsh and hardened perception of lawyers and judges. Her qualities, essentially those of every woman, were obvious to those activists who claimed that they shared her womanly virtues. In the process of discovering the “true” Hester Vaughn, the debate swirled away from the discussion of Vaughn and infanticide among the working poor to the concerns of middle-class women. Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s speeches, editorials, and letters on Vaughn’s behalf created an identity for Vaughn that had eluded a callous legal system. Reporting on a visit to Moyamensing Prison, Stanton said, “On seeing the poor girl, . . . we felt more than ever convinced of her innocence.” Her description of Vaughn was of a middle-class girl manqué, a woman who (in a just society) would not have fallen into economic or social distress: “She has a quiet, self-possessed manner, and is gentle in her movements and speech. She can read and write, and is very intelligent for one of her class,” wrote Stanton. By sentencing Vaughn to die a felon’s death, Stanton implied, the court had fundamentally mistaken her character. The real quality of Hester Vaughn was revealed instantly to a sympathetic woman by her manner even in the confinement of a prison, and by the cultural and material trappings of her life. “[Hester] showed us several of Leigh Richmond’s stories that she had been reading, and exhibited undergarments that she had made that were very neatly embroidered. Everything about her indicates a taste for order, cleanliness, and beauty.”41

The order and beauty that Hester had brought to her cell in the Moyamensing Prison, suffragists implied, belied the claim that chaos and violence marked her earlier existence. No woman of such impeccable orderliness could have been the monster of violence and abandon that her arrest, trial, and conviction determined she was. Instead, the legal system and the law itself must be to blame.

**Sex and the Legal System**

A delegation of activists led by Stanton met with Pennsylvania governor John White Geary to demand Vaughn’s pardon. They argued that not only was a class-based double standard at work in the fixation of blame for pregnancy and illegitimate birth among poor women, but that a legal double standard lay at the root of Vaughn’s, and by extension all women’s, treatment by the legal system. According to Stanton’s
report of the meeting, the governor himself conceded that “justice would never be done in cases of Infanticide, until women were in the jury-box.” Because of the gendered nature of criminal definitions and criminal punishment meted out to women, charged Stanton, the entire system was corrupt. Stanton condemned the “holocaust of women and children we offer annually to the barbarous customs of our present type of civilization, to the unjust laws that make crimes for women that are not crimes for men!”

Over and over, woman’s rights activists pointed to the cases of General Cole, Daniel Sickles, and Daniel McFarland, each of whom had killed his wife’s lover and had been acquitted in highly publicized jury trials. Killings such as these, argued suffragists, were the true murders, while the death of newborn infants in ambiguous circumstances provided a legal system that was inordinately sympathetic to the vengeance of men with an excuse for punishing helpless women. An editorial in defense of Vaughn in the New York World, for example, charged, “It is an insult to the intelligence of America to say that the good order of society and the sanctity of human life require a felon’s grave to be dug for and filled by this unhappy girl in the land which had made Daniel E. Sickles a hero and a statesman.” A letter to the editor in the Revolution entitled “General Cole and Hester Vaughn” hammered home the connection: “Is the man to be forgiven who, through a mistaken idea of revenging the dishonor of his family, shoots another, and no sympathy be extended to a woman who kills a child, the fruit of an outrage perpetrated upon her—a perpetual reminder of her misery and shame? . . . Let not the jury that acquitted Gen. Cole dare to answer in the affirmative.”

Here was another ground of complaint: juries, judges, and lawyers were all men. By definition, argued suffragists, those who controlled the legal system were incapable of understanding the tribulations of women. The Revolution complained that women whose lives were dominated by men were nonetheless powerless to protect themselves against a legal system that punished them for crimes committed by men against them. As one letter to the editor put it, how could Hester Vaughn in justice be punished for the death of a baby that was the “result of an outrage upon her”? The fact of rape, according to liberal suffragists, and its lack of punishment were the key to true moral responsibility in Hester Vaughn’s case. Equally important, they claimed, no man could understand the fear of rape and the burdens of pregnancy. The insanity brought on by the pres-
sure of such burdens was special, confined to women, and incompre-
hensible to men.

Because of this dual vulnerability based on gender, argued the lib-
eral press, the legal system should recognize the fundamental divide
between men and women in competence to judge “crimes” committed
by women. As suffragists saw it, if an all-male jury could acquit General
Cole of the deliberate killing of his wife’s lover on a theory that sexual
betrayal rendered him temporarily insane with jealousy, then women
should in equity have the same power to determine the mental effects of
pregnancy on a desperate woman. The claim that women should be
empowered to make such determinations was a response to the
“unwritten law” that procured the acquittal of wronged and vengeful
husbands in the 1860s. According to Parker Pillsbury, “man’s inhu-
manity to woman in general, to [Hester Vaughn] in particular, has
pointed, poisoned every arrow of her affliction.” As one editor put it in
the Revolution: “Men can feel for the wrongs of a man, but only women
can feel for woman; let her be tried by a jury of her peers, wives and
mothers, women who, while knowing the depth and purity of maternal
love, know also of the agency that almost robs them of reason when ush-
ering a new life into the world; women who pray for death rather than
dishonor, feeling through sympathy the bitterness of shame. Let women
defend woman, let them be her judge, then and only then can justice be
done, that sublimest justice that is tempered with charity.” The convic-
tion of a lone and desperate woman like Hester Vaughn fed into long-
standing complaints made by woman’s rights advocates that the legal
system demonized the women it presumed to punish. As one activist
put her complaint, “The only case in which [a woman’s] individuality is
acknowledged by the law, is in her punishment.”

If men like Daniel Sickles and other jealous husbands were privi-
leged by an unwritten law that allowed jurors to sympathize with
wounded pride and sexual humiliation, then woman’s rights women
wanted parallel doctrines and the power to implement them. Stanton
especially called for the training of women in law, as the only valid
means of ensuring justice for women. Professional women “of wealth,”
Stanton argued, would provide the real protection that women like
Hester Vaughn needed. The Vaughn case, Stanton insisted, “carries
with it a lesson for the serious thought of every woman, as it shows the
importance that women of wealth, education and leisure study the
laws under which they live, that they may defend the unfortunate of
their sex in our courts of justice, and, as able advocates, avail themselves of every advantage the law gives for acquittal."50

Far from defending her with the zealously she deserved, Vaughn’s lawyer, according to her defenders in the woman’s press, had taken her last thirty dollars and had then given her only the most lackluster defense. Ernestine Rose put it succinctly: “Woman is being constantly told that man is her natural protector. Was the man that called himself a lawyer, who took the last few cents she had in her purse but failed to consult with her and failed to advocate her cause her natural protector?” The implication, of course, was that no woman lawyer would have left her client so bereft and friendless.51

And the very essence of the jury trial, the concept of trial by equals, demanded that women serve on juries in cases involving “the mothers of the race.” Motherhood defined women’s legal as well as personal lives, the Revolution maintained, and should be understood as a source of women’s separate legal identity and separate legal power. The sensibilities of men and women, and their relative positions of power, were so very different, that men could not presume to understand the motives or actions of women. “If nobles cannot judge peasants, or peasants nobles, how can man judge woman?” queried Stanton, overlooking her own call for upper-class women to represent “the unfortunate of their sex” in the same issue of the Revolution. Gender, rather than class, was the central determinant of character, Stanton implied, and thus of legal responsibility. Without women as both the source and administration of law for women, injustice was not only predictable, it was inevitable.52

Activism versus Actual Results

Stanton and other suffragists made much of the Vaughn case. But its appeal was bounded by the circumstances of her case and the nature of her crime. As a strategy, the use of Hester Vaughn was both brilliant and misguided. No one, apparently, really wanted to hang Hester Vaughn—thus it was easy to argue that the sentence should not be carried out. But her appeal as a sympathetic victim was also limited. Like other women accused of infanticide in the nineteenth century, Vaughn was simultaneously pitied and despised. And she had already been convicted. A new trial was out of the question. Her quiet disappearance, as Governor Geary hinted to the delegation of New York activists that visited him on Vaughn’s behalf, was the only practical
resolution of the quandary that her presence in the Pennsylvania prison system created.

By the end of December, the Vaughn case quietly disappeared from the pages of the woman’s rights press, but not because suffragists agreed with the governor. Nor did the Working Women’s Association, which had taken up her defense, ever again find such an appealing issue, or raise working women’s legal consciousness in any broad-ranging way. Arguably, the backlash from the association’s advocacy for Vaughn was more powerful than the short-lived and qualified sympathy it generated.

In part, activists laid themselves open to the criticism, at least insofar as they based their appeal on rape and insanity. If Vaughn was not really a rape victim; if her employer had not ravished and then betrayed her; and if Vaughn was not afflicted by puerperal mania and blindness when her newborn died, then her status as victim was called into question. Without the claim that there had been a fundamental factual mistake in Vaughn’s conviction, the force of the suffragists’ arguments was diluted, despite their claims for a double standard in society and a double standard in law. As one critical report noted in December, the “woman who is supposed to have provided a final settlement for her child by driving in the soft part of its head upon the brain” was painted by suffragists with “all the glowing colors of morbid sympathy.” The evident violence of the case haunted suffragists’ efforts to reconstruct Vaughn as a gentle, cultured victim.53

And it was the “facts” that opened activists to the derision of the mainstream press, especially the popular weekly The Nation. By mid-December, opponents charged Stanton, Anthony, and their allies with outright falsehood. “Nearly all the picturesque part of the New York narrative were pure fiction,” concocted to serve the selfish interests of the “wild and reckless” women of the woman’s rights movement, charged Nation editor E. L. Godkin. But “the liar, no matter what the cause he serves, holds only the ground he camps on.” The exposure of the “truth,” according to the Nation, undercut not only the power of woman’s rights arguments in the debate over the Vaughn case, but also of suffragism altogether. The response was fast and furious.54

Horace Greeley’s influential New York Tribune, cautiously supportive at first, turned quickly into an opponent. The paper labeled the activities of New York suffragists “interference” in the orderly administration of justice and mercy, which had been “plainly and pointedly rebuked, as it deserved.” For as the Tribune claimed, Vaughn had
“frankly confessed her guilt” in August, only a week after sentencing, months before the suffragists claimed she had steadfastly maintained her innocence.55

The Vaughn case, as Greeley (pompously, if accurately) predicted it would, became a cause célèbre in New York as a vehicle for polemic about abstract principles, rather than about Vaughn’s actual experience. The New York Times accused suffragists of manipulating and misrepresenting “virtually every circumstance” of Vaughn’s actual conduct and her treatment at the hands of the legal system. Vaughn, argued mainstream editors, had been created by suffragists for their own misguided ends. The reality was far more sordid and revealed that woman’s rights activists were themselves perpetrators of a double standard. They sacrificed truth when it suited their purposes, charged Godkin. In the process, they also denied the moral responsibility of a violent woman, “sniveling” and “ranting” about the suffering of Hester Vaughn, but never honestly addressing the real “crime of infanticide.” Men, not women, argued Greenley and Godkin, had acted according to principle and objective fact.56

The reality, of course, is what is unrecoverable, perhaps unknowable at the time. And certainly both sides used Hester Vaughn as a talking point, a label, rather than as a genuine subject. Vaughn’s victimhood or criminal agency was translated into the moral accountability of all women, and the symbol of the worth of woman’s rights activism. The ambiguities of her case remain unresolved—was her pregnancy the result of a consensual liaison, or rape? Did her newborn baby die after its head was deliberately and repeatedly smashed against a bedpost, or did Vaughn faint, as she later claimed, and “overlie” the baby? How many days after its birth did the child die? Did Vaughn receive a fair trial, or was her case bungled by a lazy lawyer and a corrupt criminal justice system inherently biased against women? Did Vaughn “freely confess her guilt” to the governor of Pennsylvania the week after her conviction, as reported later in the New York Tribune, or did she “steadfastly maintain her innocence,” as suffragists claimed?

The answers to these questions were abstracted away from the particulars of the case, as the debate careened away from Vaughn, from Philadelphia, and from poor women. New York woman’s rights activists “made” the Vaughn case; they spun the story in ways that bear the stamp of liberal suffragism in the late 1860s, especially claim that a double standard pervaded all of society, a standard based in the lack of
women’s political power, but with ramifications for all aspects of women’s lives. Woman’s rights activists, who had attended (and been outraged by) the sensational trials of men who were acquitted of violence because of their finely tuned sense of marital virtue and husbandly honor, wanted their own “unwritten law,” their own access to legal power through emotional appeal. But their choice of cause was compromised by fear of women’s violence and Vaughn’s own strategic behavior, which eventually undercut the credibility of the extravagant claims suffragists made on her behalf. For all their claim to instant sympathy and identity between them, in the end Vaughn eluded her champions, eliding their embrace even at the moment of her apparent triumph.

Vaughn herself, her thoughts and feelings, have remained mysterious and unspoken, despite the intense flurry of attention her case provoked. The trial record was destroyed in the 1960s by the city of Philadelphia. Her lawyer left no papers. Nor did Vaughn herself publicize her tale. The debate over whether she was a calculating murderer or a guileless victim took place almost without her voice. Yet the undeniable presence of Vaughn was both central to the suffragists’ appeal, and their essential problem.

Vaughn’s only official statements in the entire process formed the basis of the undoing of the suffragists’ claims on her behalf. In early December, at the height of the campaign to free her, and apparently in response to an overture by authorities, Vaughn made two affidavits. In the first, she denied having claimed that her employer was the father of her child; she also denied that she concealed the identity of the man to protect the woman he later married: “He was not a gentleman at all, but a laboring man; I do not know if he is married; I have not heard since I have been here that he was married; I never saw or heard of him after he did the act; I know nothing about him at all.” Vaughn also swore that she “was entirely satisfied with [my lawyer’s] efforts in my behalf. . . . But he ought to have visited me in prison before the trial, I think, as the counsel for a woman in another cell visited her every day.”

The next day, according to the Tribune, and well before a series of stories and editorials appeared in the Revolution implying that Vaughn still suffered under threat of execution, Governor Geary “informed” Vaughn that “he will never enforce the sentence of the Court.” The inescapable implication was that suffragists themselves had ignored the unpleasant facts that rendered their “Hester Vaughnism” untenable, attempting to excuse the inexcusable by creating a tissue of lies about Vaughn, about judicial process, about criminal punishment.
The difficulty, of course, was that Vaughn’s affidavits, and especially her release, were the solution to her own incarceration, even as they simultaneously undermined the claims of her supporters. In December, as the delegation from New York visited Harrisburg to plead with him for Vaughn’s pardon, Governor Geary had referred obliquely to the tension between a happy resolution for Vaughn and the blazing publicity that New York suffragists insisted was the most efficacious strategy. As the governor and prison officials assured Stanton, “the women of Pennsylvania had already quietly moved in this matter.” The effectiveness of such discreet action, the warden of Moyamensing Prison warned, might be undermined by the very public sympathy and Vaughn rallies in New York. But Stanton charged ahead, assuring herself and her readers that no actions in a “sister state could interfere with the proposed justice and mercy to a helpless criminal.” Their enthusiasm and their conviction that their support could only help a friendless prisoner led suffragists to make claims of “fact” that evaporated under scrutiny or under pressure on Vaughn.

The final unraveling of the New York suffragists’ campaign occurred in early 1869, when they waited on a train platform for Vaughn, whom they learned had been pardoned and freed. They brought with them some three hundred dollars that had been collected for Vaughn during the height of the campaign. But Vaughn herself never came, although the delegation waited on the platform until midnight. She had gone home to England instead. Her pardon had been conditioned on her return to England. Perhaps she, too, wanted only to leave, to go home to England, to her father and sister who did not know of her pregnancy, or incarceration, or any of the other nightmarish aspects of her American experience.

Several weeks later, a letter from Vaughn addressed to a Philadelphia doctor was published in the New York World: “I would be obliged to you if you could get that money from New York for me,” wrote Vaughn, “as what I had when I came away is all gone.”

**Conclusion**

“Hester Vaughnism” tainted the woman’s rights movement with an aura of baby killing and irresponsibility. The deconstruction of the Revolution’s story made the deployment of similar claims more difficult in suffrage activism—violence, abortion, the legal system, all had proven costly. Historians who read only the suffrage press have assumed that
the Vaughn campaign revealed the “injustices [she] suffered” and marked a significant success for the Working Woman’s Association and the suffragists who led it.63

Attention to a wider spectrum of public discussion, however, reveals that Hester Vaughnism also created a backlash, explaining the abrupt cessation of stories and editorials on Vaughn in early 1869. The cost of agitation on Vaughn’s behalf also helps explain the narrowing of suffragists’ causes in the 1870s, as they absorbed the lessons of Hester Vaughnism. And although there is no record of a conscious decision by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, or other New York activists to abandon such controversial topics, their own record of their successes does not include Hester Vaughn. There is no mention of the Vaughn case, or the campaign to save her, in the multivolume History of Woman Suffrage.

The narrowing of woman’s rights activism and rhetoric after the 1860s has long been noted by historians. Attention to the treatment of Vaughn and her champions in the mainstream press reveals that woman’s rights activists paid a price for their choice of infanticide as a cause and Hester Vaughn as a heroine. The tension between the principles invoked by liberal suffragists in their advocacy on Hester Vaughn’s behalf, and the gritty legal “facts” of Vaughn’s case, silenced debate for suffragists. The victim in the case, no tawdry lover as in sensational “unwritten law” trials, but a tiny and defenseless newborn, undercut the viability of a widespread appeal based on the case. Instead, the prospect of violence by women undermined sympathy for women’s independence and activism. And suffragists’ strategic manipulation of the story eventually sapped their own credibility, revealing them, according to their opponents, as untrustworthy and scheming meddlers in legal process. The silence that envelops infanticide testifies to the virulence of the backlash, as well as the painful inadequacy of woman’s rights rhetoric.
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